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ABSTRACT

Software patterns are recognized as an ideal documentation of expert knowledge in software design and development. However, its formal model and semantics have not been generalized and matured. The traditional UML specifications and related formalization efforts cannot capture the essence of generic patterns precisely, understandably, and essentially. A generic mathematical model of patterns is presented in this article using real-time process algebra (RTPA). The formal model of patterns are more readable and highly generic, which can be used as the meta model to denote any design patterns deductively, and can be translated into code in programming languages by supporting tools. This work reveals that a pattern is a highly complicated and dynamic structure for software design encapsulation, because of its complex and flexible internal associations between multiple abstract classes and instantiations. The generic model of patterns is not only applicable to existing patterns’ description and comprehension, but also useful for future patterns’ identification and formalization.
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INTRODUCTION

Design patterns are a powerful tool for capturing software design notions and best practices, which provide common solutions to core problems in software development. Design patterns are a promising technique that extends reusability of software from code to design notions. A representative work of design patterns is initiated by Gamma and his colleagues in Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software in 1994 (Gamma, Helm, Johnson, & Vlissides, 1995). Design patterns may speed up the development process by providing tested and proven development paradigms. Reusing design patterns helps to prevent subtle issues in large-scale software development and improves code readability for architects and programmers. Design patterns can contribute to the definition, design, and documentation of class libraries and frameworks, offering elegant and reusable
solutions to design problems, and consequently increasing productivity and development quality (Gamma et al., 1995; Wang, 2007a). Each design pattern lets some aspects of the system structure vary independently of other aspects, thereby making the system more robust to a particular kind of change.

Design patterns are used to be modeled and specified in natural language narratives, object-oriented programming languages, and UML diagrams. The traditional means are either inherently ambiguous or inadequate (Lano, Goldsack, & Bicarregui, 1996; Vu & Wang, 2004; Wang & Huang, 2005). The major problems in current methodologies for pattern specification are identified as follows:

- **The lack of a unified and generic architecture of patterns as a multilayered complex entity with a set of abstract and concrete classes and their interrelations:** Patterns have been classified in three categories known as the *creational*, *structural*, and *behavioral* patterns (Gamma et al., 1995). However, the theories for the nature of patterns and their generic architecture are yet to be sought.

- **The lack of abstraction:** Almost all patterns are described as a specific and concrete case in natural language, UML diagrams, or some formal notations. However, no generic mathematical model of patterns is rigorously established, which may form a deductive basis for deriving concrete and application-specific patterns.

- **The lack of uniqueness:** In the conventional pattern framework, there are different patterns that may be implemented by similar code; Reversely, the same pattern may be implemented in various ways.

- **The use of unstructured semantic means to denote highly complicated design knowledge in patterns:** The informal descriptions of patterns puzzle users and cause substantial confusions. Even the creators of patterns demonstrate inconsistent over the semantics of certain patterns.

The authors perceive that the above fundamental problems can be alleviated by introducing formal semantics for design patterns and their generic mathematical models (Wang, 2002, 2003, 2006a-c, 2007a-c). This approach allows for unambiguous specifications, enables reasoning about the relationships between abstract and concrete patterns, and promotes a coherent framework for the rapidly growing body of software patterns in software engineering (Beck, Coplien, Crocker, & Dominick, 1996; Bosch, 1996; Wang, 2002, 2006a, 2007a). This article presents a generic model of design patterns and a formal specification method for design patterns using Real-Time Process Algebra (RTPA) (Wang, 2002, 2003, 2007a). The approach proposed in this article aimed at the following objectives:

- **It is generic:** The same pattern model can be adopted to specify any existing and future pattern, particularly user defined patterns. To some extent, the general pattern model is the pattern of patterns.

- **It is formalized:** The mathematical semantics and formal notation system are based on RTPA (Wang, 2002, 2003, 2007a).

- **It is expressive:** Only 34 notations are used to denote class association relationship and specify patterns from three facets known as the architecture, static behaviors, and dynamic behaviors of patterns.

- **It is structured:** Patterns are described from high-level to detailed-level via stepwise refinement using a coherent set of notations.

In this article, existing pattern specification techniques are reviewed in the following section. The RTPA methodology for pattern specification is introduced. A generic model of design patterns is rigorously modeled. Based on the mathematical semantics and general model, case studies on deriving specific pattern specifications are presented using three well known patterns such as the State, Strategy, and the MasterSlave patterns.
APPROACHES TO SOFTWARE PATTERN DESCRIPTION

A number of pattern modeling methodologies have been proposed, such as the layout object model (Bosch, 1996), the constraint diagrams (Lauder & Kent, 1998), the language for pattern uniform specification (Eden, Gil, Hirshfield & Yehudai, 2005), meta-models (Pagel & Winter, 1996; Sunye, Guenne, & Jezequel, 2000), object calculus (Lano et al., 1996), pattern visualization techniques (Lauder et al., 1998), and the design pattern modeling language (Mapelsden, Hosking, & Grundy et al., 1992). This section briefly reviews three major pattern specification methods and comparatively analyzes their strengths and weaknesses.

The Layout Object Model

The layout object model (LayOM) (Bosch, 1996) is an extension of object-oriented languages containing components that are not supported by the conventional object models such as layers, categories, and states. It supports the representation of design patterns in object-oriented programming languages.

In LayOM, layers are used to encapsulate objects and intercept messages that are sent to and by the objects. The layers are organized into classes and each layered class represents a concept, such as a relation with another object or a design pattern. A state in LayOM is a dimension of the abstract object state that is an externally visible abstraction of the internal, concrete state of objects. A category is defined as a client category that describes the discriminating characteristics of a subset of possible clients. Relations in LayOM are denoted by structural, behavioral, and application-domain relations.

For example, the adapter design pattern can be described in LayOM, as shown in Figure 1, which converts the interface of a class into another interface that is expected by its clients. The adapter layer can be used to class adaptation by defining a new adapter class consisting only of two layers.

In LayOM, a one-to-one mapping between the design and implementation of a pattern is provided. Another advantage of it is that there is no requirement for defining a method for every method that needs to be adapted. However, a disadvantage of the adapter technique is that the arguments of the message will be passed as is, which is not flexible to cover semantic analyses. Another drawback is the implementation overhead, because messages sent to or from an object need to pass all the defined layers.

The Constraint Diagrams

The constraint diagram (CD) (Lauder & Kent, 1998) denotes a pattern by three separate models known as the role, type, and class. A role model in CD is the most abstract and depicts layer that describes the essential spirit of a pattern without specific details. A type model in CD refines to the role model with abstract states and operation interfaces forming a domain-specific refinement of the pattern. A class in CD model implements the type model, thus deploying the underlying pattern in terms of concrete classes.

An abstract factory pattern deployed as a constraint model is shown in Figure 2. The core

Figure 1. The adapter pattern described in LayOM (Bosch, 1996)

```
class Adapter
  layers
  adapt: Adapter (accept mess1 as newMessA, accept mess2 and mess3 as newMessB);
  inh: Inherit (Adaptee);
end;
```
of the pattern is represented as a role mode, further refined by a type model, and implemented by a class model. However, a graphical model is not enough for a precise and unambiguous specification. There is still a need to describe additional constraints about the objects in the model. Otherwise, ambiguities cannot be avoided in the model (OMG, 1997).

**LePUS: Language for Patterns Uniform Specification**

Language for patterns uniform specification (LePUS) is a declarative language based on logic introduced in 1997 (Eden et al., 2005). It models class relationships and semantics, and facilitates reasoning with higher order sets. LePUS permits concise description of complex software artifacts. In LePUS, a program is represented primarily as a set of ground entities and relationships among them. Various interactions and associations that occur between participants of design patterns are abstracted classes and functions. A uniform set of classes of a dimension \(d\) is denoted by the class of dimension \(d+1\).

Total relations are functions that describe the relations between two sets of entities. Bijective and regular correlations between sets of functions, classes, and hierarchies may also be modeled. A specification of the *strategy* pattern in LePUS is shown in Figure 3.

The advantage of LePUS is its higher order logic means. However, it is difficult to directly map a LePUS specification of patterns into executable programs. In addition, patterns specified in LePUS are application specific rather than generic.

**Other Approaches**

*Meta-models* for design pattern instantiations and validations are proposed in Pagel and Winter (1996) and Sunye et al. (2000) without supporting for code generation. In Florijn, Meijers, and Wionsen (1997), the *fragment-based technique* allows the representation and composition of design patterns. A design pattern proof techniques is proposed in Lano et al. (1996) using the *object calculus* as a semantic framework. The *design pattern modeling language* (DPML) is proposed in Mapelsden et
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**Figure 2. The constrain diagram of an abstract factory pattern (Lauder & Kent, 1998)**
al. (1992) as a visual language for modeling patterns and their instances.

A common weakness of the methods proposed so far is that they concentrate only on specific pattern descriptions. The essence of pattern structures and the generic pattern theory are overlooked. Therefore, there is still a need to seek a more powerful means and methodology that help users to utilize pattern theories and models freely in pattern-based system design.

THE RTPA METHODOLOGY FOR PATTERN MODELING AND SPECIFICATION

In the preceding section, it can be seen that existing methods for pattern specifications were inadequate and inefficient in generic pattern specifications. This section adopts RTPA to formally specify design patterns, which is a set of new mathematical notations for formally describing system architectures, static and dynamic behaviors (Wang, 2002, 2006b).

RTPA is a mathematic-based software engineering notation system and a formal method for addressing problems in software system specification, refinement, and implementation. RTPA provides an expressible means for the formal and explicit description of software patterns in order to enhance the readability of pattern architecture, semantics, and behaviors. In RTPA, a software system is perceived and described mathematically as a set of coherent processes. RTPA encompasses 17 meta processes and 17 algebraic process combination rules known as the process relations. Detailed description of RTPA may be referred to Wang (2002, 2003, 2007a).

The Generic Model of Classes in RTPA

A unified notion of classes can be formally described by RTPA as given in “Wang (2007a).” The fundamental types of classes are the Abstract Classes (ACs) and the Concrete Classes (CCs). The former is a class that serves as a general and conceptual model to be inherited but not instantiated. The latter is an ordinary class derived from an AC that can be instantiated.

A generic AC specified in RTPA is shown in Figure 4. The architecture part is used to specify the architectural attributes of the abstract class, which include internal variables shared by the hierarchy of classes. The static behavior part of an AC is used to define the method signatures where detailed implementation will be left to be done in derived concrete classes. It is noteworthy that an AC has no dynamic behavior in the specification because ACs cannot be instantiated.

Similarly, a generic CC can be formally specified in RTPA, as shown in Figure 5. The CC implements the dynamic behaviors that can be instantiated and executed in a derived
object. Possible events that drive a method in a CC can be classified into message, time, and interrupt. More formal treatment of classes and their relational operations may be referred to RTPA (Wang, 2002, 2003, 2007a) and concept algebra (Wang, 2006a, 2007c).

The Generic Model of Patterns in RTPA

A pattern is a highly reusable and coherent set of complex classes that are encapsulated to provide certain functions. According to “Gamma et al. (1995),” patterns can be classified into the creation- nal, structural, and behavioral ones. Using RTPA notations and methodology, a pattern is denoted by three parallel components known as the architecture, static, and dynamic behaviors, as shown in Figure 6. The architecture of a pattern specifies how many classes and components are used to compose the pattern and what relationships are among those components. The static behaviors of a pattern define what kinds of components are used to compose this pattern and what rules all components should abide. The dynamic behaviors of a pattern describe how those components interact and collaborate to realize functionality at run-time.

In Figure 6, the architecture of the generic pattern can be refined by a set of component logic models (CLMs), which describes the structures of a class, particularly its attributes (Wang, 2002). The static behaviors of the generic pattern are refined by a set of processes that are corresponding to each of the methods within the class. The process behaviors are denoted by RTPA meta-processes and their combinations using process relations for manipulating internal attributes or interacting with external components of the generic pattern. The dynamic behaviors of the generic pattern are refined by event-driven processes deployed by the system.

The generic pattern model may be treated as a super metapattern in object-oriented system design and programming, which models any specific software pattern at four levels known as the interface, implementation, instantiations, and associations. According to the generic model of patterns, the features of patterns lie in the hierarchical architectures as described by PatternST, ArchitectureST, as shown in Figure 6. It is noteworthy that a class is usually modeled as a two-level structure with only the class interface and implementations in literature (Taibi, & Ngo, 2003; Vu & Wang, 2004). However, the four-level hierarchical model introduced here reveals the nature of how classes may be used to form complex patterns via instantiations and associations.

The interface of a pattern, PatternST, ArchitectureST, InterfaceST, isolates users of the pattern from its internal implementation. Users may only access the pattern via its interface. This mechanism enables the implementation of the
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**Figure 4. Abstract class specification in RTPA**

```
AbstractClassST ≜ ClassIDAC
  || Architecture
  || StaticBehaviors
  || DynamicBehaviors
ClassIDAC.Architecture ≜ ClassIDS n ∏<Attribute(i) : ST>
ClassIDAC.StaticBehaviors ≜ m j=1 (MethodS(j) ((I); (O)))
ClassIDAC.DynamicBehaviors ≜ ∅
```

---

**Figure 5. Concrete class specification in RTPA**

```
ConcreteClassST ≜ ClassIDCC
  || Architecture
  || StaticBehaviors
  || DynamicBehaviors
ClassIDCC.Architecture ≜ ClassIDS n ∏<Attribute(i) : ST>
ClassIDCC.StaticBehaviors ≜ m j=1 (MethodS(j) ((I); (O)))
ClassIDCC.DynamicBehaviors ≜ m j=1 <@event(j) ↦ ClassIDCC.MethodS(j) ((I); (O))>
```
Figure 6. The generic mathematical model of design patterns (Wang, 2007a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PatternST ( \triangleq )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| \{ \}
| \| Architecture : ST |
| \| StaticBehaviors : ST |
| \| DynamicBehaviors : ST |
| \} |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PatternST:ArchitectureST ( \triangleq )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| \{ \}
| \| <Interfaces> |
| \| <Implementations> |
| \| <Instantiations> |
| \| <Associations> |
| \} |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PatternST:ArchitectureST:InterfacesST ( \triangleq ) PatternIDST::</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| \{ \}
| \| \( R_{i=1}^{n} \) : RT > |
| \| \( R_{j=1}^{m} \) : AC > |
| \} |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PatternST:ArchitectureST:ImplementationST ( \triangleq )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| \{ \}
| \| \( R_{k=1}^{q} \) : CC > |
| \} |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PatternST:ArchitectureST:InstantiationsST ( \triangleq )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| \{ \}
| \| \( R_{v=1}^{r} \) : CC > |
| \} |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PatternST:ArchitectureST:AssociationST ( \triangleq )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| \{ \}
| \| \( R_{j=1}^{m} \) : SC ; SC is a system class |
| \| \( R_{j=1}^{m} \) : Interface(j)AC; Interface(j)AC |
| \| \( R_{k=1}^{q} \) : Implementation(k:CC; AC (j)) |
| \| \( R_{v=1}^{r} \) : CC : CC(k) > |
| \} |

Pattern independent of its users. Whenever the internal implementation needs to be changed, it is transparent to the users of the pattern as long as the interface keeps the same (Wang & Huang, 2005). The interface of a pattern specifies the communication protocol among pattern components. Although instances could extend their behaviors beside those interface defined in this part their communication should abide those definition. The interface is the only access point of a component inside a pattern.

Because a pattern is a highly reusable construct of a software entity, the implementation of a pattern, PatternST:ArchitectureST:ImplementationST, is kept at a generic abstract class until the pattern is invoked by a specific application or instantiation. In other words, because a pattern is a generic model of reusable functions, specific behaviors in an execution instance are dependent on run-time information provided by users of the pattern.

The forth component in the generic pattern hierarchy is the internal associations, which is used to model the interrelationships among other three-level abstractions of classes and interfaces within the pattern. The associations of the pattern define relationships among all components in the pattern. Component collaborations are the soul of patterns that capture component collaborations. The flexibility, reusability, and differences of patterns are embodied by the associations (Wang & Huang, 2005). A comprehensive set of pattern association rules may be referred to Concept Algebra (Wang, 2006b, 2007c).

The generic model of patterns or the meta pattern model describes software patterns in a coherent, concise, and unambiguous way. External relationship among patterns could be deduced by this formula as well, when a super pattern is considered beyond all the component patterns. The method developed in this section helps readers avoid the drawbacks of conventional patterns, in order to develop more efficient, reusable, flexible, and predictable software systems.

CASE STUDIES ON FORMAL SPECIFICATIONS OF PATTERNS IN RTPA

This section applies the RTPA pattern specification methodology in three case studies. The State and Strategy patterns are used to demonstrate that differences between these two patterns can
be clearly distinguished by RTPA specifications, while other methods rendering vague message to users. The *MasterSlave* pattern (Buschmann, 1995) is used to demonstrate the expressive power of RTPA specifications. All cases studies show that not only conventional design patterns, but also newly discovered patterns can be precisely specified by RTPA.

**Formal Specification of the State Pattern**

The *State* pattern allows an object to alter its behavior when its internal state changes. The structure of this pattern proposed in Gamma et al. (1995) is shown in Figure 7.

A formal model of the state pattern can be derived on the basis of the generic pattern model developed in Figure 6. Corresponding to Figure 7, the RTPA specification of the *State* pattern is given in Figure 8.

**Formal Specification of the Strategy Pattern**

The *Strategy* pattern defines a family of algorithms, encapsulates them in a coherent structure, and makes them interchangeable (Gamma et al., 1995). This pattern lets the algorithm vary independently from clients that use it. The structure of the Strategy pattern is shown in Figure 9.

A formal model of the Strategy pattern can be derived on the basis of the generic pattern model developed in Figure 6. Corresponding to Figure 9, the RTPA specification of the strategy pattern is shown in Figure 10.

Contrasting the State and Strategy patterns in UML, it is noteworthy that both patterns share almost identical structures. In other words, UML class diagrams, as shown in Figures 7 and 9, may not be able to discriminate the differences between these two patterns. This results in the main confusions, ambiguities, and difficulties in pattern comprehension and applications using UML-based methodologies.

However, the specifications in RTPA, as shown in Figures 8 and 10, can clearly capture the differences in the sections of class associations by different composition approaches. The RTPA models show that in the former, all concrete state classes are instantiated by concrete classes simultaneously, where the concrete state objects have the same lifecycle as those of the concrete context objects; while in the latter, only one concrete strategy object alive within any point of time in the concrete context object lifecycle. This is the essential difference between those two patterns, which cannot be expressed explicitly by UML syntaxes and semantics.

**Formal Specification of the MasterSlave Pattern**

It is observed that traditional methods for pattern modeling are focused on existing and specific patterns proposed in “Gamma et al. (1995).” However, most practical patterns in software engineering are user-defined rather than pre-specified. Therefore, a generic pattern model is needed to support users to deductively model new patterns in practice.

---

*Figure 7. The UML structure of the State pattern*
and the expressive power of RTPA for modeling patterns. The MasterSlave pattern handles the computation of replicated services of a software system to achieve fault tolerance and robustness. Replication of services and the delegation of the same task to several independent slave servers is a common strategy to handle fault-tolerant requirements in safety-critical software systems.

The MasterSlave pattern consists of two kinds of components: the master and the slaves. Clients of the pattern interact with the master component directly. However, the master component does not implement services by itself. It delegates the services to a number of slave components, where at least two identical slave components exist in the system with the same set of functionality. The slave components are completely independent of each other, and they may use different strategies for providing the designated service. The master component delegates a requested service to all slave components and chooses one of the most suitable responses as the result for the client.

A formal model of the MasterSlave pattern can be derived on the basis of the generic pattern model developed in Figure 6. Corresponding to Figure 11, the RTPA specification of the MasterSlave pattern is given in Figure 12. The derived pattern precisely describes the architecture and associations between member classes of the MasterSlave pattern. Several strategies may be available for the master component to select results provided by the slaves, such as the result first returned, the majority result returned by all slaves, or the average result of all slaves.
Figure 10. The RTPA specification of the Strategy pattern

```
StrategyPatternST \triangleq {
  Architecture: ST
  || StaticBehaviors: ST
  || DynamicBehaviors: ST
}
```

```
StrategyPatternST. ArchitectureST \triangleq {
  <Interfaces>
  || <Implementations>
  || <Associations>
}
```

```
StrategyPatternST. ArchitectureST. InterfacesST \triangleq StrategyST:
  {
    R\langle Attributes(i) : RT\rangle
  }
```

```
StrategyPatternST. ArchitectureST. ImplementationsST \triangleq {
  ConcreteContextCC : CC
  \rightarrow (ConcreteStrategy(j)CC : AbstractStrategyAC)
  j=1
}
```

```
StrategyPatternST. ArchitectureST. InstantiationsST \triangleq {
  ContextCC : CC
  \rightarrow (Strategy(k)CC : ConcreteStrategy(k)CC)
  k=1
}
```

```
StrategyPatternST. ArchitectureST. AssociationsST \triangleq {
  // Inheritance
  R\langle ConcreteStrategy(i)CC : AbstractStrategyAC \rangle
  // Composition
  || ( ConcreteContextCC.M : ConcreteStrategyCC
   || ConcreteContextCC )
  // Delegation
  || ConcreteContextCC \rightarrow ConcreteStrategyCC
}
```

Figure 11. The UML structure of the Master-Slave pattern

```
\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{MasterSlavePattern.pdf}
\caption{The RTPA specification of the Master-Slave pattern}
\end{figure}
```

```
MasterSlavePatternST \triangleq {
  Architecture: ST
  || StaticBehaviors: ST
  || DynamicBehaviors: ST
}
```

```
MasterSlavePatternST. ArchitectureST \triangleq {
  <Interfaces>
  || <Implementations>
  || <Associations>
}
```

```
MasterSlavePatternST. ArchitectureST. InterfacesST \triangleq MasterST::
  {
    R\langle Attributes(i) : RT\rangle
  }
```

```
MasterSlavePatternST. ArchitectureST. ImplementationsST \triangleq {
  <ConcreteMasterComponentCC : CC>
  \rightarrow (ConcreteSlaveComponent(j)CC : CC)
  j=1
}
```

```
MasterSlavePatternST. ArchitectureST. InstantiationsST \triangleq {
  ConcreteMasterInstanceCC: AbstractMasterComponentAC
  || (ConcreteMasterComponentCC.N: ConcreteSlaveComponent(j)CC)
  \rightarrow (ConcreteSlaveComponent(j)CC : CC)
  j=1
}
```

```
MasterSlavePatternST. ArchitectureST. AssociationsST \triangleq {
  // Inheritance
  ConcreteMasterComponentCC : AbstractMasterComponentAC
  // Delegation
  || ( ConcreteMasterComponentCC.M : ConcreteSlaveComponent(j)CC)
  \rightarrow (ConcreteSlaveComponent(j)CC : CC)
  j=1
  // Aggregation
  || R\langle ConcreteMasterComponentCC.M : ConcreteSlaveComponent(j)CC(k) : ConcreteMasterComponentCC \rangle
  \rightarrow (ConcreteSlaveComponent(j)CC(k) : CC)
}
```
CONCLUSION
This article has reviewed existing pattern specification methods and problems yet to be solved. A generic mathematical model of patterns has been presented using Real-Time Process Algebra (RTPA). Based on it any design patterns, either system-specified or user-defined, can be derived. With the RTPA support tool, a pattern specified in RTPA can be automatically translated into code in programming languages (Tan, Wang, & Ngolah, 2006).

This work has revealed that a software pattern is a highly reusable design encapsulation that encompasses complex and flexible internal associations between a coherent set of abstract classes and instantiations. The generic model of patterns has provided a pattern of patterns. It is not only applicable to existing patterns’ modeling and comprehension, but also useful for future patterns’ identification and formalization.
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